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INTRODUCTION 
The following problem often occurs in experimental practice. We have to verify 
if the investigated system characterized by the dependences y = Flvx, 0) and y = 
= F2(x, P) fulfils the following condition: there exists x 0 with the property O = 
m n 
= F^Xo, 0) = F2(x0, 0). If e.g. Fi(x, 0) = £ 0^ and F2(x, /») = £ / V then the 
i = 1 i = 1 
condition is equivalent to the condition that the resultant of these polynomials 
is zero. The resultant is a polynomial in the variables 0U ..., 0m, fiu . . . , /?n, hence 
an investigation of minimal variance estimates of polynomials is actual in this 
context. 
m 
The general case of estimating a polynomial f(0) = £ afl\x . . . 0lf, 0E&k, from 
i= 1 
measured data is considered in this paper. The measured data are viewed as a realiza-
tion of normally distributed random vector Y with a mean A0 and a covariance matrix 
K. An arbitrary polynomial f(0) can be expressed as a sum of homogeneous poly-
nomials and these as sums of polynomials of the form given in a Note II. 1. Therefore 
the investigation in the paper is restricted to such polynomials. We can estimate 
the members of the sum as is shown in Theorem II.3. The criterion for the unbiased 
estimability of polynomials is in Theorem II. 1. If the functional is not unbiasedly 
estimable we can use results of Theorem II.4 in some cases. 
I. PRELIMINARY ASSERTIONS 
Let us consider a random vector Y ~ Nn(0, K), where R(K) ^ n. Following [7] 
we denote the linear subspace of L2(Q, j / , P0) spanned by the real linear combina-
tions £ aiYi by M' = L
2(Y) c L 2 (Q, J&, P0). Let us consider the reproducing kernel 
i = i 
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Hilbert space (RKHS) H(K) = J/(K) (the space spanned by the columns of the 
matrix K) with the kernel K and the inner product defined by <x, y}H(K) = x'K y, 
x, y e J/(K). (The symbol K~ means the g-inverse of the matrix K (cf. [6]).) We 
00 CO 
denote exp © H(K) = © [H(K)]"°, where © [H(K)?,° is the direct sum of sym-
n = 0 n = 0 
metric tensor products of H(K). Let M(^/f) c s4 be the a-algebra generated 
by Jf. We have L2(m(.¥e)) c L2(.Q, ^ , P0). Then the assertions in [2] imply 
N o t e I. 1. (i) L2(Y) ~ H(K); exp © H(K) - L2(fM($e% where the symbol " ~ " 
means the isometric isomorphism between two Hilbert spaces such that exp © Ku = 
00 I 
= YJ — (Ku)nG e exp © H(K) is the image of the random variable exp (u'Y — \u'Ku) e 
n = o n\ 
e \}(iM(yt)) under this isomorphism. Let us denote by L2(^(yf)) the image of H(K)"° 
under the above mentioned isomorphism. Then we can write L2(^(jf)) = 
CO 
= © £{£{#)). 
n = 0 
(ii) The generator of the space Lm(^(^f)) is a system of random variables 
hm(Yni, Y„2, ..., Y„m), where for any random variables Uu ..., Um we define 
h„,(ui,...,um)= % x (-i)
iJ n ^ ' - ^ r l c o v ^ i ; ^ . 
ae{0,l}m AeJia i= 1 j=l 
Here J/a is the set of all m x m matrices with elements atj equal to 0 or 1, i,j = 
i,j = 1, ..., m, and such that (A + 4') i = o, where i = (1, ..., 1)'. 
Lemma I. 1. [3] Let A be a matrix of order n x k, let J/(A) cz J/(K). Then 
V{0 € 0tk} PA0 is a probability measure equivalent to the measure P0 on (Q, <$/), 
such that V{u e Mn} the random variable u'Y is normally distributed with EA0(u'Y) = 
= u'AO and DA0(u'Y) = u'Ku; in particular EA0(Y) = AO DA0(Y) = K (the co-
variance matrix of Y). 
Theorem I. 1. [7] The Hilbert space L2(i3(#f), P0) is isomorphic to the following 
RKHS of functions defined on H(K): 
H(G) = {fu :fu(Kv) = (U, exp (v'Y - ±v'Kv)>}L2W j r ) ) , ve^Ue L
2(^(.ff)) . 
The reproducing kernel of H(G) is G(u, ut) = exp (u'K~u<), u, uteK(K). The 
space H(G) can be expressed as 
00 
H(G) = {/(•) :/(u) = I < g l ® ... ® g„, u"%H(K)]„a , u e H ( K ) , 
n = 0 
g 1 ®.. .®g„e[H(K)]"®, 
00 
| | /U| |H(G) = £ n ! ||PH(K)«o(gl ® ••• ® g«)||[H(K)]»® < °°} ' 
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Theorem 1.2. [7] The Hilbert space L2(J ,(,#), Pk), k e U(K) is spanned by the 
system of random variables 
^ H = eXp [(«, - k)' KY - K||«| |H(K, - |k||„(K))] - « £ H(K) 
Further L2(tM(,W\ Pfc) ^ H(Gfc), w/)ere H(Gfc) is a RKHS with the kernel Gk(u, u () = 
= exp <u - k, u, - k>H(K1, u, u, e H(K). 
H(Gfc) = {/(•) : j(u) = J <g, ® ... ® g,„ (u - k)"®>[H(K)]„0 , u e H(K), 
n = 0 
y G H(K), 
||/||-W) = I n ! |PH(K)»©(gl ® ••• ® £H)||2H(K)]»® < °°} • 
n = 0 
(The symbol PH(K)"© means the projection to the space [H(K)]"°. 
II. ESTIMATION OF POLYNOMIALS 
Let us consider a model (Y, 40, K), assuming that we observe the random vector Y, 
Nn(A0, K) distributed. The design matrix A is known, it is of order n x k, R(A) <. 
^ k ^ n; the vector parameter 0 e 0 = -tfc. Let J((A) c J{(K). 
Definition ILL A functional f : 0 -> ̂  is sO/J tO be unbiasedly estimable (u.e.) 
at 0o /f there exists a statistic f = U(Y)(3d(M
9)-measurable) such that V{0 e 0} . 
. EAe(U(Y)) = f(0), EAOo{(U(Y) - f(0o))
2} < oo. We denote t/ie class Of unbiased 
estimators of the functional f by °U{0. The minimum variance unbiased estimator 
(MVUE) at 0o is a statistic f = U(Y) such that 
fe %i0 & V'{fe < } EA9o{(f - f(0o))
2} rg EAOo{(f - f(0o))
2} . 
Lemma ILL [5] Let °U0 be the class of all estimators U0 having the property: 
V{0£ 0} EA0(U0) = 0. Then the statistic U(Y) is a MVUE of the functional f at 0O 
iffV{U0eW0}covAOo(U(Y), Uo) = 0. 
N o t e II. I. It can be shown that every polynomial 
m 
j(9) = Zai9[> .0?... 0]t 
i= 1 
can be expressed in the form of a sum of homogeneous polynomials and hence 
in the form 
f(°) = I < P i ° ® ••• ® P i ° , 0'"®> , p^e^ i = l , . . . , m , s = 1,. . . , i , Oe@k. 
i=i 
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Due to Lemma ILL it is obvious that we can consider functionals /(0) of the form 
f(0) = <px ® . . . ® pw, 0"'®> only, where p{ e @
k, i = 1, ..., m, 0 e Mk. The symbol 
p ! ® p 2 ® .. . ® pm is the Kronecker product (cf. [6]) of vectors of order k x V 
and <pj ® ... ® pw, 0
m®> means the scalar product in the space (Mk)m®; 
m 
<pt ® . . . ® p m , r ® > = n p ; e . 
Lemma IL2. [7] A functional j(0) is u.e. at 0 ij// e H(G). 
Theorem ILL A functional f(0) = <px ® .. . ® pw, 0
m®> is u.e. at 0 if 
V{i = 1,2, ..., m } p t - e ^ ( A ' ) , i.e. px ® ... ® pw e [,#(A')]
m®. 
Proof. Let us suppose V{i = 1, . . . ,m} pieJ/(A). Then A(A)~ pt = p- and 
for f(0) we have 
/(0) = <A'(A')" f>! ® ... ® A'(A')- f>„„ e»« > = 
= <[K(A')-]m® (Pl ® ... ® f>,„) , (A0)
m®>[H()<)r® . 
Consequently, due to Lemma II.2 and Theorem 1.1./ is u.e. 
Conversely, let / be an u.e. functional. Then according to Lemma II.2 and Theo-
rem IT, '{ul ® ... ® ume(m
k)m®} such that 
V{0 e «*} /(0) = < K m > ! ® ... ® uw), (A0)
m®> [H(K)r0 = 
- (A'ux ® ... ® A'uw, 0
m®> = <px ® .. . ® pw , 0
m0> 
and finally px ® ... ® pm e [,//(A')]
m®. The proof is complete. 
An analogous result is given for uncorrelated observations in [4]. 
Lemma II.3. [7] A functional f is u.e. at 0O iff f e H(GAOQ). If the functional f 
is u.e. at 0 then it is u.e. at every 9 e 0lk. 
N o t e II.2. It follows from Lemma 11.3. that there exists a class £F G H(GAO) for 
f(0) = <Pi ® ••• ® Ptv 0m®> an u.e. functional, such that 
& = {g(') : g(") = <Km0(A')i px ® .. . ® (A'),; pw, u
m®> [H(K)r@ , u G H(K), 
(A); e (stf')~ i = 1, . . . , m, O(A0) = /(A0) V{0 e <Mk}} . 
(<&4')~ is the class of ^-inverses of the matrix A. 
Theorem IL2. Letf(0) = <p t ® ... ® pw, 0
m®> be u.e:under the model (Y, A0, K). 
Then /,(«) = hw(p;[(A0--]' Y, p i [ (A ' ) j ] ' r, ..., pm[(A')w]' y is an unabiased esti-
mator off(0), where hm is a random variable from Note LI. 
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Proof . We have 
f(0) = <f>i ® ••• ® Pm, 0
m0> = <(A% Px ® ••• ® (A% Pm, (A0)
m®> = 
m 
= n<K(A ' )r^^>H(K,. 
i= 1 
It can be shown that the random variable hM(pi[(-4')~]' V, ..., Ki[(A')w]' V corres-
ponds to g = K(A')~ plQK(A% p2Q ...QK(A
f);n Pm under the isometric 
isomorphism between exp O H(K) and L2(^(^))(d. Note IT); and 
y{eee}EUK(p[[(A%yY9...iP'm[(A%]'Y) = A , ̂ \ = f(0) • 
\ ^ ^ 0 / L2(.^(J^)) 
The last identity is obvious if we take into account the above mentioned isomorphism. 
The proof is complete. 
N o t e TI.3. It is shown in [7] that the variance of an unbiased estimator f,(#) 
of f(-) at 00 is 
DA00(fg) = \0\\ll(GAOo) ~f
2(°o), 
where g e 3F (cf. Note II.2) and 
. Iki£«w = | o (7j''
!li <iW)r0{K
m>')r pi ® - ® (A't K } , 
fAfl \(m""0®\ II2 
\MU0) /H(K)(m-l)® ||H(K)1® • 
The symbol PH ( K ) m 0 means a projection to the space [H(K)]
m°. It can be shown 
that if - t ® ... ® gm e [H(K)]
W® then 
PH(K)»>O(~1 ® ..- ® gm) = — E~ffl ® ..- ® g9m , 
m! a 
where the summation runs over all permutations a of the set {V ..., m}. The symbol 
<P„(K)mo{K
m<8(A')7 Pi ® ••• ® (A% Pm), (^)('"-i,®>H(K)<m-0® 
means the vector 
1 K f „ ® ••• ® ?„,„_„0("*~i)0> (K(.4')-__1+1 *>„,„-..,) ® ••• ® (K(A');mO• 
m ! <7 
Theorem II.3. Le//(0) = <pt ® .. . ® pm, 0
m®> be u.e. under the model (Y, A0, K). 
Then f(9) = hm(p[[(A%(K)-]' Y,..., p'm[(A%m]' Y) is a MVUE of f(0) in the class 
of all unbiased estimators corresponding to the class & (cf. Note II.2, Theorem II.2), 
where hm is the random variable from Note 1.1 and (.4')~(K) denotes the minimum 
K-norm (seminorm) g-inverse of the matrix A' (cf. [6]). 
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Proof. Due to Theorem II.2, fg(0) = hm(p
f
l[(A')1 ] ' K, ..., p'm[(A%]' Y) is an 
unbiased estimator off(0). The variance offg(0) at 00 *
s 
DAOo(W))= \\4H(GAOO) -f
2(®e), where | |g | | H ( G W 
is the norm of the functional g e 3~ from Note II.2 and Note II.3. Further we have 
-WЛ(-)) = I 





H ( K ) i ® 
I (m) i-'lIJ-, <f>,, ® ••• ® P* ,' C"í,(8> W; , - , + , p.„,.i+, ® ••• 
rr m ! 
•'• ® K(A%mP<rJ\lH(K)V® = 
/ - i \ i 
m 
Í V i 
= 1 . Ф / в z ~ w ; м . ж ® ( ^ 
(г m í 
û ( m - i ) ® 
J0 >•(->_•„.-, + . ® ••• ® P . 
[H(K)]' 
I ("Г*•• к ' 8 - . [(*);_..•, ® - ® И');; •- №.-.•, ® - ® И');..] 
m! 
<P„ ® ... ® PЯ m-„ ØÍГ°®> ^ ^ , ® ... ® f>ff(i 
_<P„ ® . . . ® P , , „ _ , , C " Í ) >P„„- І + 1 ®--- ®P*,J [»(K)]' 
To minimize the variance it is sufficient to minimize every member of this sum. 
Let us consider the j-th member. We need to choose the ^-inverse from (srf')~ so 
that the K-®-norm (seminorm) of this j-th member be minimal. It can be shown 
that the matrix 
m 
- [(*);„-,•, ® ••• ® ( * ) ; „ . - . ( П ; , - J + 1 ® ••• ® (*);J 
is a ^-inverse of the matrix ((A')j®\ ..., (A')j®')'. To get the minimal K-®-norm 
(seminorm) we have to choose 
{[((Ay®y,...,((Ay®yi%(Km 
g-inverse. The minimum norm (seminorm) solution is independent of various choices 
of minimum norm (seminorm) ^-inverses. One choice of such a ^-inverse is 1/m! . 
• {[(-^)m(K)]J(8)» •••» t(^')m(K)Y^}- If w e utilize the last result in the expression for hm, 
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x0 such that O^Q + 02 = 03xo + 64x0 + 95 = 0. The measurement was made 
in the interval <a, b> ^ x0. If the hypothesis is valid then the resultant f(0) of these 
polynomials is zero. The procedure for testing the hypothesis can be established 
on the statistic f(0) from Theorem II.3. In our case the design matrix is 
x1 1 0 0 0~ 
x 2 1 0 0 0 
x 3 1 0 0 0 
0 0 x\ x1 1 
0 0 x\ x2 1 
0 0 x\ x, 1 
the résultant is 
/ ( « ) - 0, 02 0 
0 0! 02 
03 04 05 
p\ =P'2 = P'A = ( I , O , . . . , O ) 
í>5 =P'i=P's = ( 0 , 1,0,. . . ,0) 
p'3 = ( 0 , . . . , 0 , 1) p'6 = ( 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 ) 
p9 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0); 
\ 5 + в|03 - 0^0204 
h3(uuu2 M1 M2 M3 ~" Ml C O V (M2? мз) — м2 C O V (MЬ Mз) ~~ M3 C 0 V (Ml? Ul) 
(cf. Note I. 1 (ii)) and finally, the estimator is 
f(0) = p ; C / \ T . p 2 C - 4 T . p'3CA'Y - a
2(p\CA'Y. p'2Cp3 + p'2CA'Y . p\Cp3 + 
+ p'3CA'Y. p\Cp2) + p'4CA'Y. p'5CA'Y. p'6CA'Y - a
2(p'4CA'Y. p'5Cp6 + 
+ p'5CA'Y . p'4Cp6 + p'6CA'Y. p'4Cp5) - p'7CA'Y. p'8CA'Y. p'9CA'Y + 
+ a2(p'7CA'Y. p'8Cpg + p'8CAY p'7Cp9 + p'9CAY. p'7Cp8), 
where 








ŕ = 1 
3 
i = 1 
3 




i = 1 
3 
ł>? 
i = l 
3 
i = l 
0 0 £*? 
І = I 
3 
2>. 
І = I 
3 
The value of D(f(Q)) can help us to get a criterion for rejecting or accepting the 
null hypothesis. (The distribution function of the statistic f(0) is rather complicated 
and is the matter of further study.) 
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S o u h r n 
ODHADY POLYNÓMOV V REGRESNOM MODELI 
JULIA VOLAUFOVÁ 
Nech (Y„fí, Ank0kí, Knn) je všeobecný regresný model, kde R(Ank) g k ^ n a 
R(K„ n) ^ n. Uvažujme polynom f(0) neznámého vektorového parametra 0 e &
k 
tvaru f(^) = <p! ® . . . ® pm9 0
m®y. V práci je pre nevychýlene odhadnutelný 
funkcionál f(0) ukázaný najlepší nevychýlený odhad. 
Authoťs address: RNDr. Julia Volaufová, Ústav merania a meracej techniky SAV, Dúbravská 
cesta, 842 19 Bratislava. 
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